Arizona Summit Law School

Advanced Studies in Therapeutic Jurisprudence - Jones - Section: 100E

**REHABILITATING LAWYERS: PRINCIPLES OF THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE FOR CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE**  2008  **Required**

David B. Wexler

First Week’s Reading: The Foreword, Introduction, and pages 3-44 of REHABILITATING LAWYERS: PRINCIPLES OF THERAPEUTIC JURISPRUDENCE FOR CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE ("text"); and 2. Read the home page & watch the video of Professor Wexler at: www.therapeuticjurisprudence.org.

Business Associations - Spence - Section: 100D


Douglas M. Branson

First Week’s Reading: Class One: Chapter I: Introduction, Chapter 17: The Role of Corporate Counsel (skip the cases in this chapter).

**Corporations & Other Business Associations: Selected Statutes, Rules and Forms 2015**  Required

Charles R.T. O’Kelley and Robert B. Thompson

First Week’s Reading: Required Supplement

Civil Rights Discrimination - Jefferson-Bullock - Section: 100D

**Race and Races 3rd edition, 2015**  **Required**

Perea, et al
West  ISBN: 978-0314285485

First Week’s Reading: Day 1: Intro p. 5-6; Perkins v. Lake County Dept. of Utilities p. 6-18 (excluding Notes); Theories of Racism and Oppression p. 25-31; Day 2: Defining Race: p. 68-71; Notes 5 – 7 (p. 73-74); p. 77-85; Note 4 (p. 86)

Clinic Without Walls: General Practice (EIP) - Daicoff - Section: EIP

**Comprehensive Law Practice: Law as a Healing Profession 2011**  **Required**

Susan Daicoff

First Week’s Reading: Chapter 1

Commercial Law - Spence - Section: 100D

**Secured Transactions: A Context and Practice Casebook 2015**  **Required**

Edith R. Warkentine and Jerome Grossman

First Week’s Reading: Chapter I II, and III of Warkentine & Grossman

**Problems and Materials on Payment Law 10th Edition**  **Required**

Whaley/McJohn

First Week’s Reading: No reading assignment

**Comprehensive Commercial Law: Statutory Supplement 2015**  **Required**

Mann, Warren & Westbrook

First Week’s Reading: Required Supplemental Text

BarBri, Outline for Secured Transactions NA

NA

NA  ISBN: NA

First Week’s Reading: Recommended Reading

**Black’s Law Dictionary Any**

Bryan A. Garner
Thomas West  ISBN: NA

First Week’s Reading: Recommended Reading
Arizona Summit Law School

Uniform Commercial Code 5th Edition
James J. White and Robert Summers
First Week’s Reading: Recommended Reading

Principles of Payment Systems 5th
James J. White and Robert Summers
Thomson/West, 2008 ASIN: B00BUW3Q26
First Week’s Reading: Recommended Reading

Constitutional Law I - Dohrer - Section: 100E

U.S. Constitution current Required
Government
GPO or other ISBN: N/A
First Week’s Reading: Read entire Constitution with amendments.

Constitutional Law 4th Required
Chemerinsky, Erwin
First Week’s Reading: pp 1-80 and TWEN Website

Constitutional Law I - Gunnigle - Section: 100D

Constitutional Law 4th Edition Required
Erwin Chemerinsky
First Week’s Reading: Chemerinsky 4th, Chap. 1, 1-41; Review U.S. Constitution (Day 1); Chemerinsky 4th, Chap. 1, 45-80 (Day 2)

Constitutional Law II - Dohrer - Section: 100D

Constitutional Law 4th Required
Chemerinsky, Erwin
First Week’s Reading: Chap. 6 and TWEN Postings

Contracts I - Daicoff - Section: 100D

Contracts Law 5th Required
Amy Kastely, Deborah Waire Post, Nancy Ota, Deborah Zalesne
First Week’s Reading: Reading for first week is p. 1-34.

Contracts I - Hollingsworth - Section: 100E

A Context and Practice Casebook 2nd Required
Michael Hunter Schwartz and Adrian Walters
Carolina Academic ISBN: 978-1-61163-554-6
First Week’s Reading: Will be updated

CONTRACTS A Context and Practice Casebook 2nd Required
Schwartz and Walters
First Week’s Reading: READ: Last Five Items under Surviving First Year on TWEN, Read pages xxv-xxix of CONTRACTS: CONTEXT AND PRACTICE CASEBOOK, Read pages 3-11 of CONTRACTS: A CONTEXT AND PRACTICE CASEBOOK and respond to all the questions there in

Contract Law, Selected Source Materials Annotated 2016 Required
Burton and Eisenberg
West ISBN: 9781634607483
First Week’s Reading: ADD TWEN COURSE, COMPLETE ASSIGNMENT ONE UNDER Assignments and Quizes, See other Contracts I book posting for rest of assignment

Contracts II - Spence - Section: 200D
Arizona Summit Law School

Cases, Discussion, and Problems 3rd. Edition  Required
Blum & Bushaw
First Week's Reading: Review the doctrine of consideration and the promissory estoppel doctrine from Contracts I; Read Chapter 12 in Blum/Bushaw. You will have a review quiz on the first day of class.

George & Korobkin
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

Concepts and Case Analysis in the Law of Contracts 7th Edidtion
Marvin A. Chirelstein
Foundation Press, 2013 ASIN: B00BUW3Q26
First Week's Reading: Recommended Reading - (This supplemental text is useful, short and inexpensive.)

BarBri, Outline for Contracts NA
NA
NA ISBN: NA
First Week's Reading: Recommended Reading

Black's Law Dictionary NA
NA
NA ISBN: NA
First Week's Reading: Recommended Reading

Contracts: Examples & Explanations 6th Edition
Blum
First Week's Reading: Recommended Reading

Contracts II - Willrich - Section: 100D

Contracts: Cases, Discussion, and Problems 3rd  Required
Blum & Bushaw
Aspen ISBN: 1454810009
First Week's Reading: Review materials from Contracts I; read Chapter 12

Contracts and Uniform Commercial Code for First-Year Contracts: Statutory Supplement 2015  Required
George & Korobkin
Wolters Kluwer ISBN: B015X4ZA1Q
First Week's Reading: Review materials from Contracts I; read Chapter 12

Core Grammar for Lawyers (subscribe online) Newest  Required
NA
NA ISBN: (subscribe online)
First Week's Reading: Complete the Pre-Test and bring results to class.

Criminal Procedure - Jefferson-Bullock - Section: 100E

Criminal Procedure: Investigating Crime 5th, 2013  Required
Dressler, et al
West, Thomson Reuters ISBN: 978-0314279514
First Week's Reading: Day 1: Failures p. 9-34; U.S. Const. Amend. XIV (p. 3-4); Day 2: Norms of the Criminal Process p. 34-57; Fourth Amendment Overview: 4th Amendment (p.2); Mapp v. Ohio (p. 75-84); Notes 1, 6, and 8 only (p. 84-85)

Employment Discrimination - Guttell - Section: 100D

Cases and Materials on EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION Eighth Edition 2013, Be sure to get the Eighth Edition  Required
1. Zimmer, Sullivan, & White
First Week's Reading: P. 1-61
   Required
   Zimmer, Sullivan, & White
   First Week’s Reading: Be sure to get the 2016 Supplement. It is expected to be available on August 31, 2016.

Evidence - Fleischmann - Section: 100E

   Learning Evidence: From the Federal Rules to the Courtroom 3rd  Required
   Deborah Merritt & Ric Simmons
   West 2014  ISBN: 978-1628101003
   First Week’s Reading: Chapters 1-5

Family Law - Hollingsworth - Section: 100E

   Work of the Family Lawyer 4th  Required
   Robert E. Oliphant & Nancy Ver Steegh
   First Week’s Reading: Will be updated

Introduction to Civil Litigation II - Burnham - Section: 100D

   Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 2015  Required
   CALI.ORG
   CALI.org  ISBN: None
   First Week’s Reading: Rules 12 and 4

   CIVIL PROCEDURE: EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATIONS 7th Edition  Required
   Joseph Glannon
   Aspen  ISBN: 978-1454815488
   First Week’s Reading: Glannon--Chapter 6

   Torts: A Context and Practice Casebook 2014  Required
   Paula J. Manning
   First Week’s Reading: Glannon Chapter 6

   A SHORT AND HAPPY GUIDE TO TORTS 2012
   ROBERT E. SCHETCHER
   West  ISBN: 978-0314277879
   First Week’s Reading: Glannon Chapter 6

Introduction to Criminal Practice & Writing I - Dowdell - Section: 100D

   Ellen S. Podgor, Peter J. Henning, Andrew E. Taslitz, Alredo Garcia
   First Week’s Reading: pp. 49-53 and pp. 53-70

   Sum and Substance Audio on Criminal Law 5th Edition 2010  Required
   Joshua Dressler
   West  ISBN: 978-0314266934
   First Week’s Reading: No reading assignment

   A Lawyer Writes: A Practical Guide to Legal Analysis 2nd Edition  Required
   Christine Coughlin, Joan Malmud Rocklin, Sandy Patrick
   First Week’s Reading: Chapters 1 and 6

   The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation 20th Edition 2015  Required
   Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds.
   First Week’s Reading: No reading assignment
Deborah E. Bouchoux
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

Introduction to Criminal Practice & Writing I - Gunnigle - Section: 100E

Ellen S. Podgor, Peter J. Henning, Andrew E. Taslitz, Alredo Garcia
First Week's Reading: Podgor, pp. 49-53 and pp. 53-70

Sum and Substance Audio on Criminal Law 5th Edition  Required
Joshua Dressler
West, 2010  ISBN: (CD or MP3 version)
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation 20th Edition  Required
Columbia Law Review Ass'n et al. eds
Harvard Law Review  ASIN: B0147GKM75
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

Deborah E. Bouchoux
First Week's Reading: This book is optional/Recommended for reference

Introduction to Criminal Practice & Writing I - Kopolow - Section: 200D

Ellen S. Podgor, Peter J. Henning, Andrew E. Taslitz, Alredo Garcia
First Week's Reading: pp. 49-53 and pp. 53-70

Sum and Substance Audio on Criminal Law 5th Edition  Required
Joshua Dressler
West, 2010  ISBN: (CD or MP3 version)
First Week's Reading: None

A Lawyer Writes: A Practical Guide to Legal Analysis 2nd Edition  Required
Christine Coughlin, Joan Malmud Rocklin, Sandy Patrick
First Week's Reading: Chapters 1 and 6

The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation 20th Edition  Required
Columbia Law Review Ass'n et al. eds
Harvard Law Review  ASIN: B0147GKM75
First Week's Reading: None

Deborah E. Bouchoux
First Week's Reading: None

Introduction to Criminal Practice & Writing II - Jones - Section: 100D

Criminal Law: Concepts and Practice 3rd  Required
Ellen S. Podgor, Peter J. Henning, Andrew E. Taslitz, Alredo Garcia
Arizona Summit Law School

First Week's Reading: Podgor, Chapter 8. Dressler: CD 4: Criminal Homicide, General Definitions. Coughlin, Chapter 12

Sum and Substance Audio on Criminal Law 5th  Required
Joshua Dressler
West  ISBN: 978-0314266934
First Week's Reading: Podgor, Chapter 8. Dressler: CD 4: Criminal Homicide, General Definitions. Coughlin, Chapter 12

A Lawyer Writes: A Practical Guide to Legal Analysis 2nd  Required
Christine Coughlin, Joan Mal Mud Rocklin, Sandy Patrick
First Week's Reading: Podgor, Chapter 8. Dressler: CD 4: Criminal Homicide, General Definitions. Coughlin, Chapter 12

The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation 20th  Required
Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds.
Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds. ISBN: 978-0692400197
First Week's Reading: Podgor, Chapter 8. Dressler: CD 4: Criminal Homicide, General Definitions. Coughlin, Chapter 12

Introduction to Criminal Practice & Writing II  - Justin - Section: 100D

Aspen Handbook for Legal Writers: A Practical Reference 3rd  Required
Deborah E. Bouchoux
First Week's Reading: Podgor, Chapter 8. Dressler: CD 4: Criminal Homicide, General Definitions. Coughlin, Chapter 12

Juvenile Law  - Targovnik - Section: 100E

Child Rights and Remedies 3rd Edition  Required
Robert C. Fellmeth
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

Latinas, Latinos and the Law  - Gonzales - Section: 100D

Latinos and the Law, Cases and Materials 2008  Required
Delgado, R., Perea, Juan F., and Stefanic, J., Thompson
First Week's Reading: Chap. 1, Latino Histories p. 1-48

Legal Writing & Advocacy  - Burnham - Section: 100D

Aspen Handbook for Legal Writers 3d 2013  Required
Deborah E. Bouchoux

The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation 20th ed.  Required
Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds.,

Legal Writing & Advocacy: Issues in Domestic Violence and the Law  - Ritland - Section: 200D

An Advocate Persuades 2016  Required
Joan Rocklin, Robert Rocklin, Christine Coughlin & Sandy Patrick
First Week's Reading: Introduction, pp. xix-xx. Chapter 1, The Nature of Persuasion, pp. 3-14

Sources of American Law: An Introduction to Legal Research 2015  Required
Beau Steenken and Tina M. Brooks
eLangdell Press  ISBN: This is a free ebook available through your Cali.org subscription. A pdf copy will be available on our D2L site.
First Week's Reading: Chapter 1, The United States Legal System, pp. 15-36. Complete Hierarchy of Authority Exercises for Chapter 1 (1.6.1 – 1.6.3). Bring your results to class.
The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation 2015  Required
Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds.
Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds. ISBN: 978-0692400197
First Week’s Reading: None

Weisberg Supplement Domestic Violence: Legal and Social Reality, Chapters 1-3 NA Required
D. Kelly Weisberg
Weisberg Supplement ISBN: These licensed readings are posted on your D2L site under the Supplemental Readings tab. The fee for this licensed packet – approximately $50.00 – will be assessed against your student account.
First Week’s Reading: Chapter 1, Social and Historical Perspective: Evolution of the Right of Privacy, pp. 3-26. Chapter 2, Characteristics of Domestic Violence: Extent of the Problem, pp. 29-36

Legal Writing & Advocacy: Special Topic in Ethics - Kopolow - Section: 100E

An Advocate Persuades 1st Edition Required
Joan M. Rocklin, Robert B. Rocklin, Christine Coughlin, Sandy Patrick
First Week’s Reading: Read Ch. 2: The Ethical, Professional Advocate

The Bluebook, A Uniform System of Citation 20th Edition 2015 Required
Columbia Law Review Ass’n et al. eds.
First Week’s Reading: None

Deborah E. Bouchoux
Aspen Publishers ASIN: B008N3G94C
First Week’s Reading: None

The Little Book on Oral Argument 9th 2007
Alan L. Dworsky
Fred B Rothman & Co ISBN: NA
First Week’s Reading: None

Legal Writing & Advocacy: Special Topics - Burnham - Section: 100D

An Advocate Persuades 2016 Required
Rocklin, Rocklin, Coughlin, and Patrick
First Week’s Reading: Chapter 1: pp. 3-14 and Chapter 3 pp. 23-38.

The Little Book on Oral Argument 9th
Alan L. Dworsky
Littleton ISBN: 978-0837705576

Mediation - Lindstrom - Section: 100E

The Practice of Mediation: A Video Integrated Text 2nd Edition Required
Douglas N. Frenkel and James H. Stark, 2012
First Week’s Reading: None

Mediation - HONORS - Lindstrom - Section: 100E

The Practice of Mediation: A Video Integrated Text 2nd Edition Required
Douglas N. Frenkel and James H. Stark
First Week’s Reading: None

Mediation Clinic - Daicoff - Section: MED

Comprehensive Law Practice: Law as a Healing Profession 2011 Required
Susan Daicoff
Arizona Summit Law School

First Week's Reading: Chapter 1

Pathways to Practice - Burnham - Section: 100E

Expert Learning for Law Students 2d Required
Michael Hunter Schwartz
First Week's Reading: Schwartz, Chapters One through (pp. 3-81). Complete Reflection questions on page 20 and 33-34.

Pathways to Practice - Kopolow - Section: 103D

Christine Coughlin, Joan Malmud Rocklin & Sandy Patrick
First Week's Reading: A Lawyer Writes, Chapter 2 (Sources and Systems of the Law)

Pre-BAR Preparation I - Babione - Section: 100D

Kaplan Book Kit Newest Required
Kaplan
First Week's Reading: None: purchase cost $95

Pre-Trial Practice - Partridge - Section: 100E

Pretrial 8th Edition Required
Thomas A. Mauet
Aspen ISBN: 978-1454803034
First Week's Reading: Pages 3-18

Professional Responsibility - Guttell - Section: 100E

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: A CONTEMPORARY APPROACH West 2d ed. 2013 Required
RUSSELL G. PEARCE, DANIEL J. CAPRA, BRUCE A. GREEN, RENEE NEWMAN KNAKE & LAUREL S. TERRY,
West ISBN: 978-0-31428-781-6
First Week's Reading: Pp. 1-26 and 27-61

THE MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 2015 Required
CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY
ABA Publishing ISBN: 978-1-63425-093-1
First Week's Reading: MR 1.8 (a), 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.7, 8.5

Professional Responsibility - HONORS - Swisher - Section: 100D

Problems in Professional Responsibility for a Changing Profession 5th Edition Required
Andrew L. Kaufman & David B. Wilkins
First Week's Reading: Text: 3-28 & Text: 573 - 590, 203 - 232

Arizona Rules of Professional Conduct NA Required
NA
TWEN ISBN: TWEN
First Week's Reading: Rules of Professional Conduct ("Rules"): Preamble, Scope and Rule 8.4 & Rule 8.1

Lawyers’ Oath and Creed of Professionalism NA
NA
TWEN ISBN: TWEN
First Week's Reading: Supplemental Reading

Swisher
Property II - Fleischmann - Section: 100D

Property: A Contemporary Approach 2nd  Required
John Sprankling & Raymond Coletta
First Week's Reading: Pages 529-538

Property II - Ritland - Section: 100E

Property: A Contemporary Approach 2nd  Required
John Sprankling & Raymond Coletta
West  ISBN: 978-0-31427-554-7
First Week's Reading: Pages 529-538

Property Law Simulations 2013  Required
John Sprankling
First Week's Reading: Pages 529-538

Real Estate Transactions - Widener - Section: 100D

Title 33 of the Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) N/A  Required
N/A
http://www.azleg.state.az.us/ArizonaRevisedStatutes.asp?Title=33  ISBN: N/A
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

Brand: Real Property Transfers' Iconic Dimension Spring 2016  Required
Michael N. Widener
First Week's Reading: Review

George Lefcoe
LEXISNEXIS (2009)  ASIN: B00DJ51R46
First Week's Reading: Recommended as a one-volume supplemental reference

Friedman on Contracts and Conveyances of Real Property 7th Edition
Milton R. Friedman
First Week's Reading: Was recommended as a reference guide

Gregory M. Stein, Morton P. Fisher, Jr. and Marjorie P.
ABA Real Property Trust & Estate Law Section  ISBN: 978-1604420791
First Week's Reading: Introduction, pages 17-18, 136-40 and 163-6. Also, look at the forms on CD-ROM that's inside the back cover of the textbook

Remedies - House - Section: 100D

Understanding Remedies 2nd  Required
James Fischer
First Week's Reading: TBD

Trial Practice - Atkinson - Section: 100E

Trial Techniques and Trials  9th Edition  Required
Thomas A. Mauet
Aspen Coursebooks  ISBN: 978-1454822332
First Week's Reading: Chapter 1
Arizona Summit Law School

Trusts & Estates - Berger - Section: 100E

CONTEMPORARY TRUSTS AND ESTATES, An Experiential Approach Second Edition  Required
Susan N. Gary, Jerome Borrison, Naomi R. Cahn, and Paula A. Monopoli
Wolters Kluwer Law & Business  ASIN: B019NEUUCQ
First Week's Reading: pp. 1-19 Appendix A-C, (Definitions) ARS 1201; pp 608-609 (ARS 25-211 & 213);

WEST'S ARIZONA PROBATE LAW AND RULES 2015-2016 Edition
West's
First Week's Reading: If you are not able to purchase WEST'S ARIZONA PROBATE LAW AND RULES, 2015-2016 Edition, students may create a binder with printed copies of the relevant statutes that can be downloaded from Westlaw or Lexis

Should have copies of relevant Uniform Probate Code and Uniform Trust Code sections which can be found on Westlaw or Lexis

NA

NA  ISBN: NA
First Week's Reading: No reading assignment

Black's Law Dictionary NA

NA

NA  ISBN: NA
First Week's Reading: Reference Only